Keyboard: Home Row

How many “home row” keys can you remember? Fill in the blank keys with the alphabet letters!
Keyboard: Top Row

How many “top row” keys can you remember? Fill in the blank keys with the alphabet letters!

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

A S D F G H J K L ;
Z X C V B N M , . /
Keyboard: Bottom Row

How many “bottom row” keys can you remember? Fill in the blank keys with the alphabet letters!

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

Q W E R T Y U I O P
A S D F G H J K L ;

Space Bar

http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Fiona-Campbell
Keyboard: All the Letters

How many alphabet keys can you remember? Fill in the blank keys with the alphabet letters!

http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Fiona-Campbell
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